
PORT OF DJIBOUTI SA

 

MISSION TO

From the 3rd to the 11th July 2017, the PDSA team headed Managing Director 

of Djibouti Port Mr. Saad Omar Guelleh, made a short trip to Japan and Korean 

in order to meet Car carrier’s

Excellency Mr. Ahmed Araita Ali

Hersi. Since PDSA group is about to launch a new multipurpose port with state 

of the art infrastructures and new services, it became imperative to have 

discussions with new & currents partners and wit

a long-lasting partnership with following Companies 

maritime flow in this brand new multi proposal port of

partnership based on car vessel activity’s is being encouraged by the facility’s 

provided by the port of Djibouti which will bring forwardly potential market for 

both sides. Indeed, many vessels anchoring in Doraleh Multipurpose Port quay 

are mostly car vessel carrier from south

EUKOR line, so it logically in the Japanese capital and south Korea were the visit 

was carried out in the presence

activity’s which we hope will bring a win

 

 

PORT OF DJIBOUTI SA : COMMITMENT TO SERVICE EXCELLENCE 

MISSION TO JAPAN & KOREA 

 

From the 3rd to the 11th July 2017, the PDSA team headed Managing Director 

of Djibouti Port Mr. Saad Omar Guelleh, made a short trip to Japan and Korean 

carrier’s vessel with presence of our Ambassador in Tokyo 

Araita Ali and Maritime Counsellor Mr. Ismeal Youssouf 

Hersi. Since PDSA group is about to launch a new multipurpose port with state 

of the art infrastructures and new services, it became imperative to have 

discussions with new & currents partners and with those, we want to establish 

lasting partnership with following Companies in order to increase the 

maritime flow in this brand new multi proposal port of durable,

ship based on car vessel activity’s is being encouraged by the facility’s 

provided by the port of Djibouti which will bring forwardly potential market for 

, many vessels anchoring in Doraleh Multipurpose Port quay 

are mostly car vessel carrier from south-Asia for companies like NYK and 

EUKOR line, so it logically in the Japanese capital and south Korea were the visit 

the presence of all official to boost this new branch of 

activity’s which we hope will bring a win-win situation for all partners

From the 3rd to the 11th July 2017, the PDSA team headed Managing Director 

of Djibouti Port Mr. Saad Omar Guelleh, made a short trip to Japan and Korean 

vessel with presence of our Ambassador in Tokyo 

and Maritime Counsellor Mr. Ismeal Youssouf 

Hersi. Since PDSA group is about to launch a new multipurpose port with state 

of the art infrastructures and new services, it became imperative to have 

h those, we want to establish 

in order to increase the 

durable, this 

ship based on car vessel activity’s is being encouraged by the facility’s 

provided by the port of Djibouti which will bring forwardly potential market for 

, many vessels anchoring in Doraleh Multipurpose Port quay 

Asia for companies like NYK and 

EUKOR line, so it logically in the Japanese capital and south Korea were the visit 

ll official to boost this new branch of 

partners.   

 


